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.To @ZZ whom ¿t may concern/. 
‘ Be it known that I, EZRA W. VANDUZEN, 
a resident of the city of Newport, in the county 
of Campbell and State of Kentucky, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
iu Boiler-Tube Cleaners, of Which the follow 
ing is a specification. l ~ ` y . 

My invention is designed to provide a de 
vice for cleaning boiler fiues or tubes thorough- . 
ly, quickly, and easily. , 
The several features of my invention and 

the advantages arising from their use, con 
jointly or otherwise, will be apparent from the 
following description and claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figures 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 represent central longitudi 
nal sections, respectively illustrating certain 
features of luy-invention; and Fig. 3 repre 
sents a central longitudinal section of a tube 
cleaner, illustrating` the preferred form of my 
invention, and showing the cleaner applied 
to the interior of the tube, and showing’the 
course of the steam through the cleaner and 
iiue. 
A indicates the tube-cleaner, which consists 

in general of an outwardly-extending annular 
flange or extension of any desired shape, ‘and 
taking any desired direction, united to a head, 
A’. This head A’ is provided with a thin 
diaphragm, a’, and this latter is perforated by 
an opening, a. To the head of the cleaner is 
connected, by screw-thread or in anyother 
suitable manner, a rigid extension, B, which 
serves the office of a handle, and preferably, 
also, fora part or all of its length (as desired) 
serves as a conduitfor the conduction of steam 
to the opening a of the cleaner. This rigid 
extension is exterior-ly covered with any prop 
er substance, G, which is a non-conductor of 
heat. This non-conducting substance C allows i 
the operator to handle the extension B and 
successfully operate the cleaner without burn 
ing his hands. Steam is admitted to the clean 
er in the rear of the opening a. Such admis 
sion may be accomplished by a steam-pipe in 
dependent of said handle, and connected at 
one end to said cleaner and at the other end 
to the source of steam-supply. Preferably, 
however, the rigid extension or handle B is 
for a part or the Whole of its length provided 
interiorly with a conduit, D, communicating 
ith the opening a of the cleaner-f and at the 
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other end with a source of steam-supply. I 
prefer that this conduit D shall extend through 
the entire length of this rigid extension or 
handle B, and the rear end of this conduit D, 
>at the rear end of the handle, be connected 
with a source of steam-supply, and this source 
usually consists of a flexible tube connected 
immediately or otherwise to the boiler. This 
iiexible tube is preferably connected to the 
rear end of the extension B by a coupling or 
union screwed onto the end b of the extension. 
The diaphragm u’ is preferably flat on both 
faces; but, as illustrated in various figures on 
the drawings, one or both faces may be flared. 
The contracted opening a in the thin dia 
phragm o’ causes the steam in passing through 
the opening u to be in part projected in di 
vergent lines against the inner surface of 
the tube to which the cleaner is applied. 
The annular flange or enlargement A is pref 
erably concentric with the opening a, and 
serves several important purposes, viz: First, 
l,it acts as a stopple or plug` for the tube, and 
prevents cold air from rushing into the end 
portion of the tube in rear of the cleaner. If 
'the cold air Were allowed to enter the tube, 
`(the boiler and tubes being heated,) this cold 
>air would chill the tube, cause it to shorten in 
length, and >cause it to leak at the heads of the 
boiler. Second, the cold air would condense 
the steam issuing from opening u and prevent 
said steam from being an efficient aid in eX 
pelling the dirt from the tube. The outer sur~ 
face or surfaces of this flange A constitute a 
scraper or scrapers to scrape from the surface 
of the tube the dirt adhering thereto. Where 
the outer surface of the flange or extension A 
is of a cylindrical form, as shown in Figs. 4 
and 8, this outer surface is preferably provided 
with teeth E, suitably shaped, preferably an 
Anular, and in planes at right angles to the lon 
gitudinal axis of opening ct and conduit D. 
These teeth preferably have one abrupt side, 
either front or rear. In Fig. 4 the teeth are 
shown in part as having an abrupt rear side. ' 
In Fig. 8 the teeth are shown as having alter 
nately front and rear abrupt sides. For eX 
ample, the front tooth has an abrupt front side 
and the tooth in rear of said tooth has an ab~ 
rupt rear side. The third tooth is shaped like 
the first, and the fourth tooth like the second, 
and so on.  ' 
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The inode in which my cleaning device op- 
erates is substantially as follows: The cleaner 
A is introduced into the end or mouth of the 
boiler-tube to be cleaned. Steam is now ad 
mitted to theconduit D, and, dashing against. 
the diaphragm af, it is sprayed through the 
opening a and projected forward, part of it in 
straight lines of direction and part in diverg 
ent lines against the inner surface of the tube, 
and drives before it and expels from the tube 
the loose particles of dirt, as soot, ashes, scale, 
Ste., and other substances clogging the tube. 
The cleaner is pushed forward in the tube. The 
outer surface ofthe part A ofthe cleaner scrapes 
and detaches'the various kinds of dirt from 
the surface of the tube, and the steam expels 
said dirt as soon as it is detached. The cleaner 
is now retracted, and if the tube is not per 
fectly clean the operation of advancing and 
retracting the cleaner may be repeated. 
In the preferred form of my invention, 

shown in Fig. 3, the annular iiange A has a 
chamber opening out forward and communi 
eating at rear with the oriñce a, the sides of 
the chamber being flaring, and at its forward 
vend the flange is approximately of the same 
diameter as the tube to be cleaned. When the 
teeth E are combined as with this form of in 
vention, the annular fiange will be thickened 
at rear for a greater or less distance, accord 
ing to the number of transverse rows or 
rings of teeth. An illustration of one form 
of such thickening, Ste., is shown in Fig. 9. 

 When there are a number of rows of teeth, E, ’ 
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on a _given íiange, the points of the teeth of 
the center rows are preferably farther from 
the longitudinal axis of the cleaner than are 
the teeth of the >rows nearer the ends of thev 

This conformation of the 
teeth allows the cleaner to be more readily in 
serted into the tube and the handle to move 
toward any side of the tube without causing 
the cleaner binding in the tube. 
While the various features of my invention 

are preferably employed together, one or 
more of said features may be employed with 
out the remainder, and in sofar as applicable 
one or more of said features may be employed 
in connection with cleaners other than those 
specifically herein described. 

I am aware thata device has been invented 
which has a conical point to be inserted in 
the end of a boiler-tube, and having a small 
orifice through which steam escapes into the 
tube; but this is not within the scope of my 
invention as defined in the following claims. 
What I claim as new and of my invention, 

and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
l. The cleaner having thin fiat diaphragm 

a', provided with contracted opening a, sub 
stantially as and for the purposes speciñed. 
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2. The cleaner having thin flat diaphragm 
a', one side of which is dat and the other flar 
ing` about the edge of the opening a, substan 
tially as and for the purposes specified. 

3. The cleaner having thin iiat diaphragm 
a', provided with opening a, and rigid exten 
sion B, containing conduit D, the extension 
being covered with a substance which is a non 
conductor of heat, substantially as and for 
the purposes specified. y 

4. The cleaner provided with thin fiat dia 
phragm af, opening a, and extended annular 
flange A, substantially as and for the purposes 
specified. l ' 

5. The cleaner provided with thin flat dia 
phragm a', orifice a, and annular flange A, 
having teeth E, substantially as and for the 
purposes specified. 

6. The cleaner provided with thin flat dia 
phragm a', orifice a, and annular flange A, 
provided with annular teeth E, having one 
abrupt side facing forward, substantially as 
and for’the purposes specified. 

7. The cleaner having thin flat diaphragm a', 
opening a, fiange A with Haring sides, and rigid 
extension B covered with a non-conductor of 
heat, and provided with internal conduit, D, 
substantially as and for the purposes specified. 

8. The combination ofiiange A, having fiar 
ing sides, thin iiat diaphragm a', opening a, 
rigid extension B, covered with a nou-con 
ductor of heat, internal conduit, D, and teeth 
E,.substantially as and for the purposes speci 
fied. 

9. The cleaner having thin flatdiaphragin a', 
orifice a, and annular ñange A, provided in 
front of orilice a with a chamber having fiar 
ing sides, and also provided with rows of teeth, 
4the center rows projecting out farther from 
the longitudinal axis of the cleaner, subst-ani: 
tially as and for the purposes specified. Y 

l0. The cleaner provided with thin fiat dia 
phragm a', orifice ci, and flange A, provided 
with rows of teeth, the center rows projecting 
out farther from the longitudinal axis of the 
cleaner, and having open chamber provided 
with surface flaring outward from orifice a, and 
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having teeth E, and rigid extension connected " 
to the cleaner and covered as described, and 
provided with conduit B, substantially as and 
for the purposes speciñed. ' 

1l. A cylinder-cleaner provided exteriorly 
with annular rows of teeth, the rows dimin 
ishing gradually in diameter toward each end 
of the cleaner, substantially as and for the 
purposes specified. _ 

EZRA W. VANDUZEN. 
Attest: 

A. S. LUDLow, 
J No. W. STREHLI. 
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